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The name Trondheim Jazz Orchestra might suggest a traditional Scandinavian jazz 
orchestra, but as their new release, TRONDHEIM JAZZ ORCHESTRA & THE MAXX 
[Jazzsenter Records mnjlp002 002] demonstrates, this is far from traditional.  
The TJO avoids the usual big band formats by incorporating a heavy dose of  
percussion. The set opens with the ensemble slowly lumbering over energetic solos 
before settling into a theme. The wordless vocals that come in after the theme are 
sung by The Maxx — Oscar Grönberg, Petter Kraft and Tomas Järmyr. The rest of 
this recording follows the similar pattern. Repeated listenings will tend to round off 
the rough edges of the TJO’s powerful sound. 

INTO THE NIGHT [CAP Records cap1069] is the new release from ERIC GOLETZ 
and his 11-piece band. This trombone heavy session is Goletz’s first release as a 
leader, and of the nine tracks, several are penned by Goletz. The music is unrelenting 
with its use of rock elements. Pure jazz fans, and those who are not trombone fans, 
might want to avoid this release. If otherwise, check it out and enjoy.

FREDRIK SAHLANDER - SAH! Past Present Future [Losen Records los 221-2], is 
Sahlander’s [el. b] third recording on the Losen label. These sessions from 2012 and 
2014 feature Bernt Moen [keys], Kirk Covington [dms] or Anders Langse [dms]. All 
the tracks are originals except for Joe Henderson’s “Inner Urge.” This is largely an 
electronic date, something I tend to avoid. Unlike the wimpy sound of many fusion 
or electronic recordings, this release is particularly hard. Moen switches from organ 
to acoustic piano on the last track. This softer track is quite nice but has a truncated 
and faded ending.

Guitarist JIM HALL was renowned for his gentle and subtle guitar work. Storyville 
Records recently reissued JIM HALL QUARTET +4 [Storyville Records 1018476]. 
The four quartet tracks are from 1998 with Chris Potter [ts], Thomas Ovesen [b] and 
Terry Clarke [drm]. The additional three tracks with the Zapolski String Quartet also 
were recorded in 1998. The string quartet is effective on “Purple Rain,” but Hall 
and Potter steal the show on “Stella by Starlight,” building a beautiful jazz message 
note-by-note. The CD is unremarkable until you return to “Stella.”

Like the Jim Hall date, LEE KONITZ – LEEWISE [Storyville 1018477] was record-
ed on the occasion of his winning the Jazzpar Project, a prize given each year by 
Storyville Records. Recorded in 1992, Leewise features Konitz with a nonet directed 
by Jens Sondergaard as well as with smaller groups featuring Peggy Stern [p], Son-
dergaard [ss, as, bs], Allan Botchinsky [tpt, flgn] and others. After enjoying these 12 
tracks, I returned to favorites in my Konitz collection. His greatest works alone would 
fill a shelf. The CD ends with “Stardust,” which recalls his earliest work with Claude 
Thornhill. This may not be my favorite Konitz recording, although for me, it certainly 
fits somewhere in the middle of his discography.
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Another Jazzpar Project prize winner was multi-instrumentalist STEEN VIG 
whose BLUE BOAT [Storyville 1018478] is a fine introduction to this Danish artist. 
Recorded in 1993, this was one of Vig’s final recordings. His sweet soprano sax 
playing is reminiscent of Sidney Bechet, while his tenor work is strongly rooted in the 
Ben Webster tradition. Vig even plays piano on one of the 12 tracks featured on this 
date. If you fancy pre-bop that is bluesy and swinging, this recording is a total 
pleasure.

STEVE TINTWEISS [b], best known as a member of the Albert Ayler group, was 
part of New York City’s vanguard music scene of the 1960s. Since then, he has gone 
unrecorded. The good news is that Tintweiss has a significant amount of archival 
material he plans to issue. The not so good news is that while MARKSTOWN, THE 
PURPLE WHY [Inky Dot Media Records idm cdoo3] is an excellent example of the 
creative scene in NYC, circa 1965, the music is unfinished and experimental. There 
are occasional moments of coordinated music, however, much of the music is of 
little consequence with screams and assorted noises. Recorded live in 1968, Steve’s 
group, The Purple Why, consisted of Mark Whitecage, Trevor Koehler, Judy Stuart, 
Amy Sheffer, James DuBoise, and Lawrence Cook.

The “odds” in the release title, WHAT ARE THE ODDS? refers to “odd meters 
and other types of fun” presented by guitarist DENNIS WINGE and his trio with 
Kevin Cheli [drm] and August Bish [b]. The odd meters on a set of 18 Winge originals 
from this 2020 date are often interesting. While many of these tunes are fun on first 
listening, they strike me more as a sampler of the compositions and the chops of the 
leader. Things open a bit when guests Rob Weinberger [sax/flt] or Michele Gordon 
[flt] show up for four tracks each.

DAN ROSE is a very different guitarist than Dennis Winge, as evidenced by LAST 
NIGHT [Ride Cymbal Records rid-cd-26]. This 2017 date showcases non-familiar 
standard ballads, including a solo Ellington medley. It is all very “pretty” music as 
Rose plays through these ballads with little deviation from the melodic line.

NEW LEAVES [Ride Cymbal Records rid-cd-33] is a duet recording with DAN ROSE 
& CLAUDINE FRANCOIS [p]. Rose and Francois first recorded as a duo in 2012 
for the Enja label. Here, the program is jazz standards and originals. Francois has a 
somewhat flowing style that works perfectly with Rose’s more laidback approach.
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DAN PITT, a Canadian guitarist, penned the seven compositions that make up 
WRONGS [Dan Pitt music dp 003]. This is not a guitar centric recording, but a CD 
by a composer who happens to play guitar. The 2020 date features Pitt with Naomi 
McCarroll-Butler [as/b.clt], Patrick Smith [ts/ss], Alex Fournier [b] and Nick Fraser 
[drm]. The pieces suggest a long form but are expertly played as shorter (averaging 
six minutes) pieces. The band is excellent, and special mention goes to Fraser, 
who is very effective on percussion.

With his guitar and the use of a wind synth, MATT PANAYIDES brings a number 
of fusion sensibilities to FIELD THEORY. Although I could do without those fusion 
elements, Panayides does a skillful job of combining swing and post-bop jamming 
with a quintet that includes Matt Vashlishan [wind synth], Rich Perry [ts], Robert Sabin 
[b] and Mark Ferber [drm]. I almost ignored the music the first time I played this CD. 
Glad I didn’t, as upon subsequent listening, the music held up remarkably well.

CHRIS HOPKINS [p] MEETS THE JAZZ KANGAROOS [Echoes Oh Swing 
Productions eosp 4512 2] is a charming recording. The Jazz Kangroos — George 
Washingmachine [vio/voc], David Blenkhorn [gtr] and Mark Elton [b] — have been 
playing individually around Australia for several years. Hopkins has been a member 
the Echos of Spring band for about 20 years. There are 10 familiar standards on this 
2019 recording, all handled in a swing style. If you are into swing, you will enjoy this 
recording. It’s not new swing but old swing – pure, foot tapping swing.

JEREMY MONTEIRO, a Singapore-based pianist, joined with bassist Jay Anderson 
and drummer Lewis Nash on LIVE AT NO BLACK TIE, KUALA LUMPUR [Jazz Note 
Records 261084-98]. The four standards and five originals on this 2018 date include 
tributes to James Moody, Eldee Young and Redd Holt. It is quite apparent that 
Monteiro is a piano master and composer of some talent. He has a fine way of 
framing a song with embellishments recalling some of the popular pianists of the 
past such as Ahmad Jamal. This is a quite natural and not imitative approach to 
piano jazz, expertly supported by Anderson and Nash.

Seven originals and two standards are presented on ALIENS & WIZARDS 
[Cellar Music Records cm 120120], an excellent 2020 recording from pianist 
SPIKE WILNER and his trio with Tyler Mitchell [b] and Anthony Pinciotti [drm]. 
Wilner is both an impressive technician and an inventive player, and Mitchell and 
Pinciotti manage to keep up with all the twists and turns he throws at them.
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MARTIAL SOLAL: COMING YESTERDAY [Challenge Records cr 73516] was 
recorded live at La Salle Gaveau in January 2019. After the concert, Solal decided 
that after almost 70 years of recording, he would no longer grace us with his 
wonderful piano playing. If he must give himself a rest at age 90, this concert is 
a fine last hurrah. Ten tracks averaging about seven minutes each show a fertile 
musical mind, exhibiting vigor, imagination, and youth.

There is some impressive piano work on 3 TRIOS [PM Records pmr-053] by 
OSCAR WILLIAMS II, LEO GENOVESE and DAVIS WHITFIELD, but you will 
need a scorecard to figure out who is playing, and when. Accompanying the
 pianist are Gene Perla [b] and Adam Nussbaum [drm] with the addition of 
Dan Twaddell [as] and Dan Wilkins [ts] for coloring. Of the ten tracks, most are 
standards, two are Perla compositions. This music deserves your ears. 

Pianist NOAH HAIDU pays homage to Keith Jarrett on SLOWLY: SONG FOR 
KEITH JARRETT [Sunnyside Records ssc 1596]. As Haidu explains in the liner 
notes, his relationship with Jarrett is primarily personal and emotional. The presence 
of Jarrett is suggested on many of the 11 tracks – recorded in 2020 – with the 
backing of Buster Williams [b] and Billy Hart [drm]. Although Haidu’s lines are less 
rolling than those of Jarrett, several tracks show the respect for Jarrett. Haidu’s ap-
proach on piano plus the accompaniment of Williams and Hart make this 
outing a pleasant listen.

Classic bop is served on MOSAIC [Jazz Music City 195269 076917], an impressive 
two-CD set from saxophonist RAHSAAN BARBER. Barber and his rhythm section 
of Matt Endahl [p], Jack Aylor [b] and Derrek Phillips [drm] deliver substantial music 
in both composition and execution on the 16 Barber originals, recorded in 2020. 
Rahsaan’s twin brother Roland Barber [tbn], and Nathan Warner [tpt] join the quartet 
on half of the tracks. This recording is equal to some of the best releases out today. 
Make the effort to find this recording, and you will be rewarded.

Pianist John Hasselback’s son, JOHN HASSELBACK III is a trumpeter who recently 
released his debut recording, titled ENTRANCE [Hasselcastle Record hc11001]. 
Joining Hasselback are Wayne Escoffery [sax], Steve Davis [tbn], Jonathan Barber 
[drm], Luques Curtis [b] and Taber Gable [p]. Except for “Body and Soul,” the nine 
titles are all Hasselback originals within the bop vernacular. This is a good and solid 
recorded debut from Jon Faddis along with a student from the Jackie McLean
 Institute, but not quite a breath-taker.
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CODE QUARTET is a Canadian group consisting of Adrian Vedady [b], Christine 
Jensen [sax], Lex French [tpt] and Jim Doxas [drm]. On their first CD, GENEALOGY 
[Justin Time Records JTR 8622-2], the group takes its lead from the classic Ornette 
Coleman group of 1958, and admirably so. There is a sense of freedom to this music 
which harkens back to Coleman’s pianoless quartet. Ornette began playing and  
composing in this manner over 60 years ago, and today’s ears have caught up.  
What was once revolutionary now seems closer to bop. Time may have passed, 
 but as this recording proves, Coleman’s approach stays fresh in the hands of  
Code Quartet.

GREG ABATE has made more than a handful of recordings since 1980, and during 
that time has paired himself with several jazz personalities, most notably Phil Woods. 
At times, he has used another composer’s work as a theme for these sessions. Such 
is the case with MAGIC DANCE [Whaling City Sound Records WCS 126]. The two-
CD set not only features 14 pieces by pianist Kenny Barron, but showcases Barron 
leading a trio with Dezron Douglas [b] and Johnathan Blake [drms]. Abate plays all 
the saxes [as/ss/ts/bari] and flute, often switching from one instrument to another 
within a single tune.

LONESOME THING [Harbinger Records dcd 3701] is vocalist ANAÏS RENO’s first 
recording date. Emmet Cohen [p], Russell Hall [b], Kyle Poole [drm], Tivon Pennicott 
[s] and Juliet Kurtzman [vln] support Reno as she sings Ellington and/or Strayhorn 
tunes. While having no recognizable style, Reno sings with a purity addressing many 
tough ballads without a glitch or a wobble. Granted, Reno is not the only singer who 
could do a session like this, but here is the kicker — she was 16 when she recorded 
this! Impressive.

I also was impressed by vocalist LAUREN WHITE on her recent EVER SINCE THE 
WORLD ENDED [Cafe Pacific Records cpcd 5020]. White’s voice is far from “vanilla” 
as she settles on the lyrics with a tight wrap. Equal to her signing is her choice of 
songs on this too short – approx. half an hour – CD. White opens with “If You Never 
Fall in Love with Me,” one of Hank Jones’ fine compositions. Other tunes that stood 
out for me were Bill Withers’ “Just the Two of Us,” Mose Alison’s “Ever Since the 
World Ended,” and “Alone Together.” Supporting White are pianist Quinn Johnson 
– who takes several solos of interest, beyond the basic comping one might expect – 
Trey Henry [b], and Ray Brinker [drm]. Despite my reservations on the brevity of this 
release, I found White’s performance and the sequencing notable and above the
average of a typical recording. I was so impressed with “Ever Since the World 
Ended,” that I decided to listen to some of White’s earlier work.

MEANT TO BE by LAUREN WHITE [no label 724101 244520] offers some 
interesting choices of material. Once again, the Quinn Johnson trio joins White for 
tunes such as Dave Frishberg’s “Hearts Desire,” Joshua Redman’s “Wish,” Stephen 
Sondheim’s “Now You Know” and Ivan Lins’ “Meant to Be.” The jazz content of this 
release is hit and miss with a lot of unnecessary synthesized background used for 
softening effect. This CD borders on cabaret music at times and commercial at other 
times. Not bad, but it’s just not jazz!
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LAUREN WHITE: OUT OF THE PAST [Cafe Pacific Records cpcd 45130] is 
appropriately subtitled, “jazz and noir.” As on Meant to Be, this undated set is 
packed with solid support, this time from strings and horns. White is convincing 
as a jazz singer and does a fine job pairing “Laura” and “The Night We Called It 
a Day.” Worth a listen, and more.

Since 1982, when she began singing with modern-day traditional groups, REBECCA 
KILGORE has become one of the most recorded singers active on today’s scene. 
Her latest release titled VOLUME ONE [Heavywood hw71993] has her performing 
with Randy Porter [p] and Tom Wakeling [b]. The13 tracks on this session are well 
chosen for Kilgore’s lyricism and range. Some of my favorites were “Dear Bix,” 
“I Wanna Get Married,” “That Sunday That Summer,” “Somebody Just Like You” 
and “Azure-te.” Dick Titterington has some effective cornet spots on two tracks.

Singer YAALA BALLIN was last heard on a Chris Byars 2014 Steeplechase 
recording. She takes the spotlight on her newest release, SINGS IRVING BERLIN 
[SteepleChase Records scad 33143] accompanied by a fine rhythm section of 
Michael Kanan [p], Chris Flory [gtr] and Ari Roland [b]. This recording of 13 classic 
Berlin tunes did little for me. For starters, I detected a very slight accent (Ballin is 
from Israel) which I found a bit distracting. In addition, she has an odd way of 
terminating a line, much like an afterthought, with no sense of gravitas. Some of 
these characteristics could be called style. Even so, this “style” gave me little 
pleasure.

If you are a fan of jazz orchestra, you would be wise to pick up KATHRINE 
WINDFIELD’s [p] BIG BAND ORCA [Stunt Records stucd 20092]. Although 
Windfield calls her group a big band, it sounds more like an orchestra to me. 
The eight originals, featuring several fine soloists, are wonderfully arranged by 
Windfield. If you enjoy a jazz orchestra, this recording, dedicated to the ocean, 
will be a pleasure.

The WINNIPEG JAZZ ORCHESTRA: TWISTING WAYS [Winnipeg Jazz Orchestra 
wjocd 0005] features music by David Braid and Philippe Côte with poetry recited 
by Lee Tsang. Much late the orchestra’s vocalists Sarah Slean and Karly Epp, this 
recordings has very little jazz content. 
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GLOBAL ENTRY by the GABRIEL EVAN [ss/as] ORCHESTRA [no label, no number] 
is really a sextet featuring Joe Goldberg [clt/ts], John Zarsky [tb], Joe Kennedy [p], 
Ben Fox [b] and Michael Voelker [drm]. This music has a period feel in the pre-bop 
style of the John Kirby/Charlie Shavers small band. Cuts include Tchaikovsky’s “Waltz 
of the Flowers,” several tunes from The Original Dixieland Jazz Band’s library, and 
two originals by Evans. The music is perfectly executed by the sextet resulting in a 
refreshing listening experience. 
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